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ZonMw key items for data management in your project 
 
At the beginning of your project, you have written a data management plan (DMP). ZonMw monitors 

the outcome of your data management activities during your project on the basis of a set of key items 

(‘kerngegevens’).  

When do you need to deliver the information about the key items?  
 

• You need to deliver the information about these items - as far as possible – at the start of your 

project, and at midterm together with your progress report (‘voortgangsverslag’). You can use 

information from your DMP to fill in the table.  

• At the end of your project, you need to provide the full information, together with the final 

version of your DMP and the end report (‘eindverslag’) of your project. 

 

Please check the programme and /or call for proposals for any specific requirements with respect to 

your DMP and the key items.  

 

Other resources (or research outputs) also must be made available 

Key items also apply to other resources (research outputs) that underlie your research results. 

Besides datasets, also other resources (or research outputs) that you use for your project must be 

made available for reuse, for instance: collections of biological material, lab journals, audio files, 

images, software, etc. For the purpose of making the text readable, we will refer to ‘databases’ or 

‘datasets’ without mentioning the other resources. 

Fill in the list of key items  
The list of key items is on the next page. Please fill in this form for each resource that you used in your 

project. You can read more information about the key items in the instructions on Data management in 

your research project. 
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Table of key items: 

 

Please tick the type of resource (research 

outputs) for which you provide the key 

items. 

You may fill in a list for each resource. 

In the key items below, you may read for the 

term ‘dataset’ also ‘other type of resource’. 

Resource:  

☐ dataset      

☐ metadata scheme 

☐ collection of biomaterials  

☐ software package 

☐ other outputs or objects, namely ….. 

1. The Persistent Identifier (e.g. DOI-code) that 

refers to the dataset (provide the code) 

 

* In ProjectNet you have to enter this code (e.g. 

DOI) at the section ‘products’. 

☐ DOI/PI-code for the dataset*:  

☐ DOI/PI-code for metadata describing the dataset or other 

resource  

☐ I am not able to provide a code because (please explain): 

      

2. The digital repository (or data archive), 

preferably certified, where the dataset is 

stored (provide the link) 

 

☐ Link/name:       

☐ Repository or archive at my institute:       

☐ I did not store my dataset at a digital repository (please 

explain):       

3. The online catalogue, or web portal where 

the dataset is registered or indexed and can 

be found* (provide the link) 

 

*In some cases this can be the same as key item 

2, the digital repository 

☐  My dataset can be found through this online (metadata-) 

catalogue or web portal:       

☐  My dataset can be found via the search engine of the 

digital repository (key item 2)  

 

General remarks:       

4. The terms of use giving the conditions for 

allowing other researchers to use the 

dataset (provide the link, or persistent 

identifier) 

☐ Terms of Use (link/PI):       

☐ Not applicable (my dataset is open access) 

☐ Not formulated yet (please explain):       

5. The data format of the dataset, preferably 

machine readable (provide the name) 

☐ Name of the data format(s):       

☐ Not applicable for the resource described here 

General remarks:       

6. The data model, including the terminology 

(e.g., vocabulary, code, classification, 

ontology) for the data  

(provide the name, or link) 

☐ Name(s)/link(s) of the data model, or terminology:      

☐ I provide a README file or other instruction on how to interpret 

the dataset 

☐ I provide metadata for the dataset  

If not applicable or available, please explain       

General remarks:       

7. A metadata scheme that provides 

information about (the provenance of) the 

research data (preferably a scheme that is 

specific for your research discipline. If not 

available, use a generic scheme) (provide 

the link) 

☐ Name/link of metadata scheme:       

☐ I use a metadata-for-machines (M4M) template. Please 

indicate which type:       

☐ I do not use a metadata scheme (please explain):       

 

 

8. In case of animal research: it is 

recommended to register your protocol(s). In 

case you did so, provide the ID as result of 

registration at preclinicaltrials.eu   

ID/registration number: 

      

 


